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A BRIEF ffISTORY OF WALLPAPER AID HOW 
IT HAS BEEN INFLUENCED BY 
CONTEPOIARY W?Y3 0F LIFE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTI ON 

Until recently it seemed that there was very little 

discussion or reading matter to be found on the subject 

of wallpaper, even though all of us are very familiar with 

tiia decorating material. It Beemed to be just taken for 

granted or completely ignored 88 something quite ordinary 

and really a little old-fasioned. TrS hOU85 shown as 

beine designed and decorated b7 successful. architects and 

interior desiriers used no wallpaper and little color. 
They usually were of' natural materials and contained as 

little ornamentation as possible. 

Such factors as the restoration of Williamsbur{ and 

other historic hornee, visits to the ante-bel].um homes of 

Natchez, Mississippi, and the beautifully colored repro- 

ductions of rooms of other periods that are shown in 

motion pictures have stimulated increased interest in wall- 

paper. One wonders why these papers are not used as ex- 

tenelvely today as they have been in the past. 

Historically, each design seems to have a story be- 

bind it as the name given to that particular pattern im- 

plies. This bit of information was suggested as being 
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helpful to the men and women who sell wallpaper. If, for 

instance, they mention that the pattern "Peppermint Stripe1' 

was inspired by a ballerina's pantaloons, then whatever 

else t1ey have to say will make the pattern seem more in.- 

triguiní. (41 p. 136) 

As the story of wallpaper begins to unfold other 

questions come to mind. Is the history of wallpaper re- 

lated in any way to that of fabric, and if this la pos- 

sible, how is it similar? It could be that wallpaper 

gives an insight into the way of life of the people who 

made it. 

Since many of the arci.ttects did not encourage the 

use of wallpaper In their contemporary designs, it would 

be interesting to know how they felt about the subject. 

Interior designers, too, probably had much to say and it 

could possibly be that some patterns were readily accept- 

able for reasons not always obvious. Perhaps the way the 

paper was used was the determining factor, and since the 

homes of today are in many cases quite different from 

those of other eras, such differences could influence its 

use. 

Since color and pattern co-ordination is becoming 

evident in other types of' home furnishings it might be 

possible that this quality exists in wallpaper designa 

too. 
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Without considerable information about wa11pape .t 

would be almost irnpo8zible to choose the type needed or 

the pattern inoet suitable, 30 more information on the 

types of wallpaper avatlable today would be vital. ue- 

tions of its application, durability, and care would be 
important as well as what qualities of one paper make it 

more expensive than another. 

A knowledge of the historical use of wallpaper would 
cive a better underst&nding of the decorative value of 
this material as it is useö with today's conternporar re- 

productions of traditional or provincial furnishings, 

One of the criticiams of weilpaper is the fact that 
it is used in imitation of other building or decorative 

materials, and by the use of perspective it gives the il- 

lusion of qualities t!mt a room does not really possess. 

If this criticism is valid, then it would te interesting 
to know why a paintinL or drawing that Is the artist's 

reproduction of an object or scone can uo perspective 

and still be perfectly acceptable. There must be a line 

of distinction to be found somewhere. 

Purpose of the Study 

This ;tudy has been set up to answer as many of these 

questio:s as possible. Information about the history, de- 
signing and manufacturing of wallpaper should give a great 
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deal of background knowled.re relating to tite subject, 

::ost important of all is te producion of wall- 

paper a craft only, or io th3re a possibility that it 

ii a creative art as is so much or our other ornainenta- 

tion? The fol1owin statement from the book by Lois 

and WilltaLl Katzonbacìi, The 1racticai Book of American 

Walipaper, would lead one to believe that it rniht be an 

o.r t, 

"Wallp.per is wood pulp and colored clay made 
macic by man's imaßination. There .s no doubt 
that wallpaper' impa:ts a warm and cozy feelinC 
to a room, with the wind outside and a fire 
on the hearth, a room becotnes a world th itself, 
which a man can make his own---its horizons as 
intimate and provincial, or ao abstract and 
sorldly as he desires. In Central Europe there 
is u folk sayin The wind never blows through 
a papered room. (41 p. 13'7) 

Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of this study are four: 

1. The bistory of wallpaper was kept intentionally 

brief and provided only for the generai purpose of giving 

backLround information to make the study understandable. 

2. This discussion considers only the commodity 

known as "wallpaper" and those wailcoverings that are 

closely related to wallpaper and are usually shown arid 

sold in the same otores. 

3. So much could be said about the many areas of 

wallpaper that it was necessary to include in each section 
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only t'ie r)o!t outsta'idti. apct9. 
4. Vory Uttle ha wzitton ab3ut wa1lpor as 

It exî-ts l;oday; therefore niuci of this iforaation hd 
o h0 obta...nd from maazI:tes an dIscuios tth tbo 

pcn :nd WoniOn in the retail field. More valuable detail 
could hive been obtz..Ined bfld ditunce peritted actually 
vi8itin the plante to observe designing aid production. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORIC WALLPAPER 

Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century 

It is often assumed that the Chinese were the very 

first to use wallpaper, perhaps because they were the 

civilization that invented paper in 221-203 B. C.; how- 

ever, there is considerable discu8sion as to whether they 

even used wallpaper in their homes or whether they u9ed 

only painted silks for lt is known that the Chinese artiste 

preferred silk to paper. (69 p. 91) If they did ue wall- 

paper it was not quite the same as that exported to the 

Western countries. The Chinese preferred delicate deins 

of bird3 and flowers, and the bamboos and landscapes were 

originally gifts for foreigners. Later, due to the de- 

mand for these lovely papers, they were produced on a 

scale large enough for trade. (51 p. 89) This export 

did not occur, however, until the middle of the sixteenth 

century when they were brought by the Dutch and Portuguese 

traders. (69 p. io) 

Actually, France, England, Holland and Spain all claiti 

that they were the first to ciake and use wallpaper, but, 

unlike the history of glass and pottery, rugs and silks, 

the beginnings of the manufacture and use of wallpaper are 

not clearcut. For this reason the history of wallpaper 
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starte where there is an Indication of authenticity. 

Louis XI of France Is supposed to have ordered 

fifty large rolls of paper with a design of blue angels 
by the painter Jean Bourdichon in 1481. These could be 

rolled up and taken with him whenever he found it necee- 

sary to move fast ¿md decorate the next of his fortreaes. 
If this more or less legendary storv is true, wallpaper 

very possibly got Its beginning in the fifteenth century, 
The very first piece of' wallpaper was found in Eng- 

land at Christ's College, Cambridge, and the building 
had been completed in 1509. On the back of the paper was 

found part of a poem on the death of Henry VII, which oc- 

curred in 15O. Paper was so valuable at that time that 

both sides were usually used for different purposes. 

This paper had been printed by iUgO Goes froni a block 16 

by 11 inches and the design was a conventionalized poma- 

granate printed in black on a buff ground, as was the 

custom of the printers at that time. (17 p. 24) Other 

sixteenth century papers have also been found in England 

and for these reasons England holds claim to being first 

in its production. 

Be that as it may, this still does not give proof of 

a wallpaper Industry as such; however it is during the 

last quarter of the sixteenth century that dominotlers in 
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France need to be given creôit for actually having e!tab- 

liahed the development of wallpaper. The history of these 

men can only be traced through original documente which 

are very hard to find, 

The name "dominotierB" cornea froni the first type of 

papera theae artisane fashioned, which were the domino 

papera made in small sheets and which evidently were 

copies of the marbleized designs that were coming into 

Europe from Persia as book covers and as lining for boxee 

arid small chests. Theee sheets of paper were neither hard- 

painted nor h&nd..blocked, for the marbleized process was 

achieved by "floating off" colors on sheets of paper from 

the surface of water that had been especially prepared. 

In 1599, Henry IV of France by edict granted a charter 

to the Guild of Paperhangers, which included a combination 

of the dorninotiers arid tapissiers, who baci the right to 

print portraits from wood blocks. This act brought two 

important factors to the craft of wallpaper, the print- 
ing process and representational subject-matter. 

From this point the printing of "painted papers", as 

their are still called in France, progressed very rapidly. 

The small marbleized sheets became larger sheets of paper 

with several types of designs, even papers illustrating a 

story. Some of the work was done by printing and finished 



by hand-painting. The printing was done by block, a 

method which has been used until very recently for some 

types of papere and fabrics. The process of printing the 

whole design in color from wood-blocks was not perfected 

until the 1760's, 

Seventeenth Century 

Jean Papillon, born in 1661, in France, can be 

given credit for developing wallpaper to the point where 

it is like the wallpaper we know today. He did much in 

the development of hand-blocking and produced wallpapers 

in a continuous repeating desIgn that could be joined to- 

gether and matched on all sides. This development raised 

the craft of wallpaper to the status of an art product. 

Papillon must have been a remarkable man for, as B. J. 

Reliman in The Story of Wallpaper states, 

"One of the most striking things about Papillon 
is that he understood and practiced every part 
of his profession. He did the designing, en- 
graving on wood-blocks, as well as the actual 
printing and coloring, after which he sold the 
papers and went around to his houses 
and hung it himseift here was a man really in- 
tent on getting wallpaper into the home." (30 p. 

10) 

The designs of the seventeenth century were freer 

than before and the subject-matter was foliage, flowers 

and the hunt. The papers were still utilitarian In 

nature, not only as wall coverings, but for lining boxes 
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PLATE I

Flocked Paper
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and cupbord. 

Flock papere were also introduced during the latter 

part of the 16th nà ear1 part of the 1'7th century b 

Le Francole of Rouen, France, around 1620, These papers 

were an atter.pt tO provide an inexpensive wail hanîng 

that compared favorably with the velvet and brocaded 

tapestries of that period, Plate I shows a flock paper 

being used on a bedroom wal1 and plate II is a sample of 

a flock paper. Flocks were not only an inportant de- 

velopinent as wallpaper design, but they wore a forerunner 

of color effects as known today, for the process of making 

the flock design could be converted to the wood block that 

could not only produce the outline, 'ut the body color of 

the desin as well. (O p. 13) By the end of the seven- 

teenth century the art of wallpaper included several types 

of production methods-.-.letterpres, wood block, stencil, 

f locking, hnd-paintth and a combination of these. 

Chinese papers made their appearance at this tiu, 

during the latter part of the seventeenth ntury, and 

their free-ranir dosiLrLs and brilliant colore were an 

immediate success. Plate III shows a Chinese design 

used as a mural and plate IV is an actual saLiple of paper 

with oriental motif. The first ones wore not printed 
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PLATE III

Chinese Design
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PLATE IV

Oriental Motif
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but hand-painted, and the subject-matter of birds,

flowers, landscapes and domestic seenes fit in perfectly

with the seventeenth and eighteenth century homes.

Eighteenth Century

The Chinese decorative detail of Chippendale furni

ture which was introduced in the middle of the eighteenth

century, made the Oriental papers even more in demand,

and Western artists began imitating the works with their

ideas of what Chinese design should be. This type of de

sign was called Chinoiserle and produced some of the very

fine patterns of the eighteenth century.

Wallpaper was now readily accepted by the wealthy

class as well as by the moderate-and low-income groups,

and what had started out to be an inexpensive substitute

for exquisite wall hangings was developing into a social

ly accepted vogue, when such women as Madame de Pompadour

began using it. The English and French were interchang

ing ideas and artists at this time so that wallpaper pro

duction was a highly developed art during the period of

the eighteenth century. (30 p. 15)

During the second half of this century panel decora

tion was perfected and used in place of hand-painted

frescoes or murals. The designs began to take on the in

fluence of Western Europe in place of the Orient, and
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improved techniques, diversified industry, larger factories

and the discovery of washable oil colors in soluble dyes

played a part.

During this period Jean Baptiste Reveillon of France

and John Baptist Jackson of England contributed much to

the history of wallpaper.

Reveillon, once a stationer in Paris, was one of the

first to see the opportunities in the panelled walls and

commissioned fine artists to design for his firm. Not

only were the designs excellent, but the delicacy and

variety of coloring has caused some of his more famous

panels to be reproduced for homes today. He was also de

signing the Toiles de Jouy on wallpapers and co-ordinat

ing them with the fabrics to match by Christophe Philippe

Oberkampf. The "Toile" was usually printed in a single

color on a plain linen ground. The colors ranged from

violets through the reds, blues, greens and browns. Some

of the patterns were done in resist so that the design

appeared in white on a colored ground. Pastoral, histor

ical and romantic scenes were the predominate motifs.

These papers and fabrics are still reproduced and are

used with many of our provincial reproductions and con

temporary furniture as is shown in plate V. (52 p. 141)
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PLATE V 

Toil. 4. Jouy 
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John Baptist Jackson was the self-styled inventor

of the chiaroscuro method of printing wal Ipaper, a means

by which tones were blended into one another and objects

were made to stand out in relief. In the tradition of

the Chinese pictorial papers, he was the first to develop

landscape and sculptural subject-matter as motifs for

wallpaper. Jackson felt his work was without comparison;

however many of his contemporaries felt otherwise.

nIn short, Jackson gave his customers full
measure for their money. They got landscapes,
statuary, scrolls, fruit, flowers all in
such heavy relief that they seem about to fall
off the paper." (30 p. 24)

He must still be considered one of England's most im

portant designers of that time, for besides his chiaroscuro

method of printing, and his new concept of design, he de

veloped colors that remain waterfast even to this day.

His influence on other designers was great, and perhaps

he is given credit for some things others have done.

During the last half of the 18th century trade was

expanded, and the wallpaper industry developed in a bus

iness way as well as in the ability to produce outstand

ing wallpapers. At this time, too, the method of putting

the wallpaper onto the wall changed from the process of

tacking it to a wooden frame or canvas frame, to the pro

cess of pasting it directly to the wall. This simplified
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procedure, the rapid spread of wealth among the merchant

and land-owning classes, and a more informal way of liv

ing brought wallpaper into quite common use.

Other important events occurred during this period.

Due de Chaulnes found and perfected insoluble dyes in

Prance that enabled French manufacturers to use numbers

of colors on one paper without having the paper ruined

when the paste was applied. Nicholas Louis Robert in

vented a machine for the manufacture of rolls of paper

without divisions which was an improvement over the smal

ler sheets glued together.

Chippendale and Sheraton had great influence on Eng

lish design, for they published information on cabinetry

and included designs for wallpaper borders and panels.

Possibly the most important advance was the design

of the scenic which was made to cover the walls of a

room without a break and without repetition. These de

signs were very elaborate, sometimes took years to pro

duce, and were very difficult to apply to the wall. For

this reason the names of the scenics were registered be

fore they were produced, not only to protect the manu

facturer, but to give him much publicity as well.

Zuber et Cie., a firm still in existence today, was
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the most famous manufacturer of scenics. Zuber produced

panoramas that are well known today and some of his land

scapes are still being block-printed. Some of the better

known are Brazile, Isola Bella, Scenic America, The Horse

Race, Eldorado and The War of Independence. Joseph Dufour

was his most important competitor and his scenics were the

most popular with the trade in America.

Because so many wood blocks were used in a scenic

and the cost of engraving them was so high, some of the

scenics and borders were painted directly on the paper.

Gradually costs and the invention of machine printing

brought the period of the great scenic papers to an end

about the middle of the nineteenth century. The scenic

has reappeared today, however, because of the recent de

velopment of lithography and the silk screen. One of

these is shown on plate VI.

Americans imported many wallpapers early in the

eighteenth century, their taste inclining to much ornate

design and elaborate subject matter. Possibly they had

done with very simple things for so long they needed this

new touch of elegance. Only a few of the Chinese land

scapes were now being imported, for much of their pop

ularity had passed before Americans became interested in

paper.
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PLATE VI

Scenic

Mural
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In the attempt to establish their own native in

dustry, American wallpaper manufacturers had to stress

patriotism to induce the buying of papers made at home,

for imported papers were so beautiful they were diffi

cult competition. The number of authenticated papers

made by early American firms is difficult to find. The

commemorative papers being made shortly after the Rev

olution began to show skill in manufacturing. Josiah

Bumstead was the first American to take advantage of

Europe's more advanced techniques and made a trip to
•

Europe in order to learn as much as he could.

The fact that America has been the source of dis

covery of many of the very old French scenics, even more

than were found in France, seems to indicate that many

of these were imported and cherished by the American

people. (30 p. 34)

Nineteenth and Twentieth Century

Just as fabrics lost some of their beauty of design

and character when they were manufactured by the machines

that produced them in quantity, wallpaper, furniture,

paintings, china and other works of art suffered from

mechanical production. The only concern of manufacturers

in England, America, Germany or France seemed to be more

speed of production with improved devices.



"The imaginativeness, solid coloring and
exquisite detail that had been achieved
through hand-made methods were ignored."
(30 p. 39)
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In the 1860«s, William Morris, one of the most in-

fluencial of modern designers, revolted against the poor

quality of design during this machine-dominated period,

and began a company known as "Morris, Marshall, Faulkner

and Company, Fine Art Workmen". Their goal was to pro

duce not only furniture, but many of the other decorative

materials that had been losing their appeal among people

of taste. Morris was a perfectionist and some of the wall

paper designs required as many as 32 printings to get the

exact simplicity of color he wanted produced. He thought

that great skill in designing was the answer to making

wallpaper beautiful, for he felt that the material of

paper itself gave little inspiration to work with. Evi

dently his attitudes were accepted, for gradually the

machine has been able to produce wallpapers that are

again lovely in design, coloring, and texture.

The Victorian period left its mark of over-embellish

ment of design and sombre coloring on the wallpapers of

the IQOO's. Due to this and the unsuccessful attempts of

several modernist movements to improve wallpaper design,

there was a reaction against color and pattern before and

after the 1920"s.
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This generation went to the other extreme of very

plain surfaces and very soft colors or no color at all.

In fact this philosophy of decorating took such a firm

hold that the wallpaper industry has had a difficult

time counteracting it. Perhaps this attitude also help

ed to force the manufacturers to make a very determined

effort to improve the quality of design and beauty of

their product. During this period many designers from

Germany, France, England and the United States tried many

approaches to design, some quite good, others as uninter

esting as what they were trying to change.

Finally, the best contemporary designers were at

tracted to wallpaper as a medium of expression. From

Paris, Vienna and Munich acceptable modern wallpapers

began to be created, and In Vienna simple geometric

patterns were particularly good. In Paris, Paul Poiret

used more romantic designs of flowers, birds and shells,

while in Germany Torami Parzinger's foliage patterns were

distinguished. As these papers became known In America

our own artists were inspired, until today there is a

great variety of wallpaper with excellent standards of

design and color. (41 p. 2)
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CHAPTER III

THE KINDS OF WALLPAPER AND RELATED
WALLCOVERINGS AVAILABLE TODAY

Scientific Progress Is a Determining Factor
in Today's Wallpapers

The history of wallpaper has shown that men have

been constantly developing new ideas to decorate the

walls of their homes, until today's wallpaper is probably

the simplest device for applying pattern and color.

(41 p. 2) Our choice of wallpaper can be as modern as

technical advances can make it, or it can be as old in

design as the pattern selected, and that selection de

pends entirely on our own taste and imagination.

Because of modern processes wallpaper is much more

durable than it was thirty years ago. It can now be ob

tained In forms that are waterproof, grease-proof, fade-

proof, repellent of Insects, capable of insulation and

of absorbing sound.

Every important product has a research department

that works for new developments and improvements. It is

important for the consumer to know why a product is im

proved and what to expect from the product during its

purchase. The last ten to fifteen years has brought

many fine traits to wallpaper.

Wet strength of the paper has now been increased by
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adding resin melamine to the pulp so that when the paste

Is applied or the "prepasted" paper is dampened it can

easily be handled without tearing.

Plastic-treated paper employs the use of vinyl or re

lated plastic materials both as a coating and in the color

pigment. As a coating it makes the paper very flexible,

tough and waterproof. The surface resists soil, moisture,

scuffing and chipping. It can be washed and even scrubbed

depending on how much plastic is used In its manufacture.

Plate XIX illustrates a plastic-treated paper.

Fabric-backed papers have made a very durable paper

and one that is easily removed in one piece. The fabric

also adds strength, so that the application of the paper

is much easier, even for an amateur. This type of wall

covering is shown on plate IX.

Raised printing is an improved printing technique.

During this process color is applied thickly to give a

three-dimensional effect. It adds richness and depth to

the wall and gives the textured effect to papers that

have designs of bamboo, brick, wood, damasks, etc.

Color range also shows a great improvement. Pig

ments can now be made that are opaque, so that other colors

will not show through. This makes a much truer color with

more brilliance, and also makes it possible to match
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wallpaper colors with other home furnishings such as

carpets, draperies and upholstery. This custom print

ing adds to the cost of the wallpaper, but is a service

that many have been waiting for. A custom print is

shown on plate XX. Metallic inks and new transparent

inks are used a great deal. When the transparent inks

are used a "strike-off" or sample is made for approval

before the entire printing is made, for as one ink is

placed over another a third unexpected color may result.

Improved pastes made from cellulose instead of flour

made from wheat are easier to mix and less likely to

stain the pattern side of the paper. Some of the new

pastes are insect and mildew repellent, which is good

news for semi-tropical or tropical areas.

Sanitized papers have also been developed. These

are hyglenically treated papers that are resistant to

bacteria and germs. This innovation, of course, is im

portant in hospitals, the home nursery and bathrooms.

In sanitizing, a chemical is added to the vinyl coating

of the wallpaper, giving a built-in anti-germ protection.

Other benefits are the retarding of the development of

odors and the resistance to fungi, mildew and rot.

Obviously it is now possible to demand not only at-

tractive designs, but durable wallpaper as well.
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Types of V'alcoverins 

There seem to be five categories under which the 

many types of wa11covcrins can be listed. Fir!t, there 

is wallpaoer itself, the c1astic wall covering we think 

or whenever the word "wallpaper" i mentioned. This type 

offers by far the widest and best choice of patterns and 

colors. -It .nc1udes the embossed, flocked, textured, 

silk-screen-printed, hand-blocked, photoinuralB and hand- 

painted destnB. Plate VII e}-ows an example of regular 

wallpaper. Some of these wallpapers have plastic 

finishes to resist 3oil. They znay be plastic-coated or 

pla3tic-impregnated. These papere may be obtained pre- 

pasted or not as the buyer prefers. I3oth the prepasted 

and plastic-protected papers are more expensive, but well 

worth the added expenee in particular when practicality 

arid ease of application are considered. 

The second group includes fabric coverings, such as 

grass cloth, woven silk, or burlap mad8 of jute, heap 

arid sometimes flax. They are backed with paper or canvas 

to produce a wonderful assortment of textures. Some of 

the fabric coverings are plastic-coated for possible home 

cleaning, but the silks should be dry cleaned. Plate 

VIII illustrates the fabric coverings shiki silk and hemp 

cloth. 
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The third group contains the coated fabrics backed

with woven cotton which has been treated with an oil or

a plastic coating. The design is applied after this pro

cess. This covering is especially durable, tough, water

proof, and scrubbable. It is highly resistant to dirt

and stains. The patterns are designed for any room; how

ever this type is particularly good for kitchens, bath

rooms, children's rooms, etc. It may be obtained in pre-

pasted forms. Coated fabric wallcovering is shown on

plate IX.

The fourth group consists of the plastic films.

These are flexible vinyl films that come in several

thicknesses. They may be paper backed, cloth backed or

of solid vinyl sheeting. One variation of the plastic

films is called adhesive-backed vinyl and is sold by the

yard, usually in 18-inch widths. It Is fine for small

areas; however, the cost of covering a large area might

be prohibitive. The vinyl wall coverings are scrubbable,

waterproof, highly durable, stain resistant and applicable

to most wall surfaces. The patterns may have the appear

ance of linen, grasses, or other growing things embedded

in the plastic and backed with aluminum foil. Plate X

illustrates embedded grass.

The fifth group is called plastic foam. It is a
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soft, flexible material. and i sold th squares, rec- 

tangles, or rolle. Th18 material more than any of the 

otherB absorbs sounô an3 can be used a insulation also. 

It is easily cleaned and is soil and stain resistant. 

This covering comes in solid colors, embossed patterns 

and larEe scenic designs. It may be co-ordinated with 

decorator fabrics, nnd is moro expensive than some of 

the other wall coverings. (50 P. 201) 

We see that wallpaper as we Imow it has been en- 

larged to include wallcoverin.s that make actual use 

of the fabric, wood, grass or other materials they re- 

present. 

Designs of Wallpaper Grouped According 
to Subject Matter 

The designs of wallpaper include reproductias of 

very old papers such as French chinoiserie patterns or 

Chinese stone rubbings. They include the period or motif 

desired. They may be found in repeat patterns or may be 

highly decorated panels. There is a great variety and 

the designs are beautifully done. The important thing is 

that the consumer select with care and discrimination, 

giving much thought to the room in which he will use the 

paper. His choice of subject matter will be determined 

by the mood that the wallpaper suggests, the interest it 
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may attract or hie emotional reaction to the dealen. 

Whatever dealen 1 chosen it will very likely fall into 

one of the following groups, each croup to be handled 

ønd used a little differently. 

Straight linee such as stripes, plaids, lattices and 

diagonals are verr often used in wallpaper design. Their 

simplicity makes them easy to ue alone or in combination 

with other patterns. They have a strong directional val-. 

ue, a certain formality, but do not detract from other 

objects in the room for they have no particular subject 

matter. Plaids are associûted with informal or provin- 

ciel ideas. Diagonals aro more formal in feeling, and 

the trellis and fret are Chinese in inspiration. They 

are particularly good with 18th Century and contemporary 

furniture and architecture, Plate XI displays two types 

of Une design. 

"The best stripe and geometric patterns are 
generally those which have seemingly effort- 
less simplicity. However, such simplicity 
is not easy to achieve; it must have the 
perfect balance of space relationship that 
la to be found in Mondrian's paintings." 
(41 p. li) 

Stripes, whether used vertically for a colonnade 

effect, horizontally for a bamboo or slats effect or in 

.'agonal arrangements tend to carry the eye past and into 

the space beyond. This of course produces the illusion 
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of pushing the walls back, giving a more spacious feeling

to the room. Diamond patterns enlarge a room by leading

the eye in all directions. Both straight and diagonal

lines may give a pattern that suggests illusion of dis

tance by means of perspective. There is a question

whether this effect should be attempted by wallpaper.

(41 p. 19)

Flower designs are perhaps perennial favorites, with

roses leading the list. These designs range from small

to large and from large clusters to scattered, fragil

looking patterns. Flowers definitely have subject matter

and care must be used in the type selected as well as the

room in which they are to be used. Most flowers have an

emotional appeal to many, and their suitability to the

room depends on the kind of flower, its scale, composition,

general character, coloring and presentation by the artist.

(41 p. 22) Plate XII is a good example of the scattered

type flower design.

In the past, flowers used in wallpaper design have

been used in combination with other design as in the

18th Century papers or used in thick clusters or scrolls

as in the 19th Century wallpaper. Today the artist trans

lates the natural patterns of nature, letting the type of

flower determine the composition and rendering of the de

sign. He does not try to make it realistic In form, but
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neither does he diBtort into an u1y interpretation. 
(41 p. 22) Flower arraniru Is an art in ny parts of 

the world, and if floweri are arranged on wallpaper with 

imagination, the unexpected result8 can b. charming, 

beautitul, or reminiscent of something well loved. 

Leaves of trees, shrubs and vines are a third group 

of design, a group that either makes a good background 

or an exciting display of color and pattern. The leaf 

structure or the bare branches of the plant itself are 

excellent sources of design. More interest may be added 

by including animal or bird life, ox' colors that are 

particularly striking together. Greens are always good; 

however foliage also looks attractive In monotones of 

beiges and greys. The wallpaper shown by plate XIII 

I Oriental in effect. 
Texture, the fourth area of design, is perhaps the 

oldest type of dezgn used in wallpapers. It would in- 
dude marble effects which might be traced back to the 

domino papers, sn1l sheets copying the marble papers 

that had been imported into Europe froi Persia, flocking 

which Le Francois of Fouen made in 1620 as a substitute 

for the expensive tapestries used at that time, or 

architectural ornamentation used durIng the Renaissance 
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in Italy. Plate XXIII shows marble textured wallpaper

used in a bathroom,

"Painted architecture has an illustrious
tradition. One of the most famous ex
amples is the Sistine Chapel, where the
apparently lofty and vaulted ceiling is
actually a flat surface painted by a
master hand. Raphael, Veronese, Titian
and Tinteretto all employed painted arch
itecture in their great wall decorations.
During the Renaissance, architectural de
tails including pilasters, niches, panel
ing, lunettes, door frames and pediments
were all painted on walls, with the shadows
and highlights so strongly accented that
they vividly resemble real architecture In
wood or stone or plaster." (41 p. 51)

This area then Is more imitative in nature than the

other designs discussed. Since the art of imitation is

wallpaper's greatest drawback as far as the world of art

is concerned, it is interesting to note here in the area

of greatest imitation that, through the new scientific

processes and the interest of talented artists and de

signers, wallpaper manufacturers are producing wall

coverings that are using the materials that they pre

viously imitated. Plate XIV shows how wood veneers and

foils are being used. However, this is not true in all

cases, and today we find very fine reproductions of grass-

cloth, silks, marble, woods, tapestry, brick and other

textures that look and many times feel like the material

they imitate.
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Designers such as Dorothy Liebes have translated

woven fabrics that they have perfected into printed wall

paper. Many of these reproductions are made realistic in

appearance by painting each pattern so that it can be

machine printed. Other designers, such as those working

with a three-dimensional effect, have used molded plastic,

which is extremely durable, to form designs that imitate

brick and Peruvian stone in circles and squares patterned

from the walls of ancient Peruvian temples. Used brick

in white and actual color duplications of real used brick,

including pits and chips, can be painted, glazed or an

tiqued, increasing the three-dimensional effect.

Trompe 1« oeil (fool-the-eye) is a well-known tradi

tion in wallpaper design. (41 p. 51) Even today we find

parts of architectural detail printed separately so they

can be applied to fit rooms of any dimension. The prob

lem then is where good taste in textural patterns begins

and ends. The embossing technique has been improved to

such an extent that the three-dimensional or "sculptured

wallcoverings", as in the brick and Peruvian stone patterns

are extremely realistic even to the light and shadow on

their surfaces.
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it is interesting to compare these con- 
temporary approaches to wallpaper design 
with whnt Phyllis Ackerman wrote in 1923: 
In making the pattern for a wallpaper the 
artlet iust never forget that it is to be 
the decoration of a flat surface that Will 
be part of the structure of the room. 
From those two points, the flatness of the 
surface arid tie tructhral function of wall- 
paper, follow the most fundamental limita- 
tione and requiremerita of the design. 
Because the surface is flat the desigi ceri- 

not be either in high relief or in deep 
perspective. Drawing or coloring that will 
give the effect of heavy modeling contra- 
dicte the appearance of a plane surface and 
at the same time weakens the effect of the 
structural firmness. Siriilarly, remote 
vistas in a landscape paper disturb the nec- 
essary straight rigidity of the wall, 
Structural fidelity makes other demands on 
wallpaper design. The design, for instance, 
must seem to co-operate with the rest of the 
wall in supporting the ceiling." (41 p. '79) 

It becomes quite obvious that the effect of archi- 

tectux'al philosophy seems to be leading farther and 

fartner away from the type of' wall Mrs. Ackerman was 

writing about thirty-eight years ago. The designs of 

wallpaper are now to be used on different kinds of wall 

areas therefore, this may account for the difference in 

the apparent acceptance of perspective. 

The fifth area of design includes the wallpaper 

panels, scenics and photomurals. These papers are 

many times for fun, tell a story, represent historical 

events or are a reminder of places or activities wo find 

most interesting. They are very rarely used for back 

grounds, but are eye-catching and the entire wall 
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decoration. They belong on walls and in rooms where

their interest and distraction are called for. They

should not he over used nor are they meant to take the

place of other works of art. Some of the designers of

scenics feel they should be two-dimensional, others do

not. Some of the panels will use the ideas of other

works of art; however, the best ones never copy, only

try to capture the charm or the story they have to tell.

The new printing technique that makes possible the photo-

mural may enlarge a favorite photograph or reproduce a

sketch or fabric. All three of these types of design

can lend excitement and originality when used effectively

and intelligently.

The reproduction of antique wallpaper should probably

be in a section by itself, even though such reproductions

would use many of the design motifs mentioned. These

papers are usually of the 18th and 19th Century wall-

pap ers. As historic buildings in the United States

were being restored many of these old papers were found,

not only layered on the walls but on hat boxes, linings

of old trunks, or other places where wallpaper might have

been used. Much interest has been aroused by these papers

when people see them in Williamsburg or Mount Vernon or

other historic places of the past. These papers are
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perfect for reproductions of traditional colonial bouses 

and furnishings that we use today. They can even be used 

effectively witb contemporary designs, ?any of these re- 

productions are very accurste in coloring and design; 

however others ay keep the desiEn, but use colors con- 

forming to the present trend in coloring. Plates XV 

and XVI both show reproductions of old designs. 

Imported Wallpapers 

Imported wallpaper often ha a unique quality that 

papers made in the United States may not have. For ex- 

ample, Canadian wallpaper manufacturers were the first to 

come out with a sculptured gold print effect in 1960, and 

they were the first to machine print full wall matching 

murals. 

Marburg wallpapers made in Germany and flow sold in 

the United States are responsible for a "repeatless" de- 

aigri of wailpape so that there is no matching required 

when they are applied to the wall. Their other papers 

have repeats of from 16 to 40 inches. T:is fact appeals 

to architects in their designs for large public buildIngs. 

Other foreign countries have been responsible for 

modern wallpapers. Japan is outstanding not only in many 

of its wallpaper designs, but in a whole new way of de- 

cors ting. 

It wIll becoue evident, as we study the work of' the 
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designers, that wallpaper has been very much affected

by the customs, art and scientific progress of the

whole world.



CHAPTER IV 

THE GENERAIJ STEPS INVOLVED IN PRODUCING WALLPAPER 

The Market Fesearch and the DesiCner8 

"it is probably true to say that the success 
or failure of a wallpaper line depends largely 
on bow well the studio team does its job. The 
job betn the overall development and co-ordI- 
nation of good designin with attractive and 
salable colour schemes, (91 p. 3) 

Before any designing can be done the research de.. 

pertinent must find out what the trend is going to be by 

studying sales charts and indications fi'om furnLduing 

manufacturers. A cross section is taken of the fine 

arts, such as pictures, table lamps and porcelain, as 

well as other better pieces of furniture, fabrics, etc. 

These surveys when complote will be used by the stylist 

who will work with interior decorators and color experte 

and homefurnishing magazines. They will look for chantes 

in styling and designiri techniques and will find that 

the trend set by top decorators will be followcd iii wall- 

paper a well as other furnishings. Another way of find- 

Ing the trend is through the change taking place in social 

and living habits, anu these ay weil be based on the in. 

spiration of ,rchitecta. 

Everyone who is involved freni the research workers 

to the saleamen ere kept informed so that t!u'ough 
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discussion and study new materiale, ideas and sketches 

are gathered. When everything is collected and analyzed 

the deniners' work beiris. Each designer, knowing the 

company policy, begins his experluiental sketches which 

will then be reviewed end set aside as possib1ee" or 

may be considered later. (i p. 4) 

'An unwritten and usually soft-spoken motto 
of the people buying designs for fabrics, 
wallpapers, and related uses is that al- 
though there aro plenty of artists, there 
are too few designers. Iritereting1 
enough, the basic difference is usually in 
an understanding of the techniques of re- 

producing the design on the product and 
consideration of its ultimate use," 
(28 p. 77) 

The designers must follow certain specifications for 

walipapor design, for it differs from that of fabric. 

Probably the differences stem from the types of rollers 

and the types of colors and dyes used in the machine- 

printed patterns. When printing fabric the metal rollers 

are etched so that the design is formed by grooves hold- 

ing the dyes. When wallpaper la printed these rollers are 

of two types, One type has the design built up with brass 

and felt on hard wood rollers. The other type of roller 

is metal, usually an aluminum alloy, and in this type the 

metal where there is no design is cut away. (28 p. 77) 

The colors or pignienta used for fabrica are semi- 

transparent, and these may be blended to form other 
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colorzi. This gives the fabric deeigner the advantage of 

having niore co1or to work with. In wallpaper printing 
the colors sre opac'ue arid the number of colore is limited 
to a maximum of twelve by the size of the presses. 

The wallpaper designer muet be careful that his 

rough sketces are made technically co-rect, for the 

wallpaper will be expectecfl to match from top to bottom 

and fro.. sic3e to side, Attention to detail is required 

also, for t desiCn must be cibarly defined. 

Fabric use ucually changes the appearanee of the 

pattern as it falls in folds, but wallpaper patterna 

muat be perfectly open, since the design sbos just as it 
was intended. For this reason cere must be taken to avoid 

lines that ars real or optical, especially the diagonal 

lina, which many times allOWs only after t're paper is on 

the wall arid the eye follows one motif to the next.. 

Eeanis of wallpaper must be carefully watched, for tne 

seaiis .ay give the appearance of a stripe if the design 

does not covar then, 

Schools of design tend to place thora empnasls on 

fabi'ic design, so it it ithportunt 1'o' studente or even de- 

31gn3rs already successful in the field of fabric who wish 

to chante to wallpaper design to uake iodifictions in 

their patt.irns. (2a p. 
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Wo tond to think th*t our thi1ity to obta.n tn.tch1ng 

fabric and wallpaper coordInLtod in coic'rs wIth othor 

types of furn1shIris Is somethIng new; iowever Gladys 

Miller points out In her book Docorativey poaki 

that this could be done in the 18th Conturr. 

"For many years there had been a ban on 
printed cotton fabrics, but in 1759, just when 
the ban was lifted, Philip Oberkauipt, a Swiss, 
perfected a process whereby scenes could be 
prl.'ited on cloth effectively. T'ie printed 
fabric was called toile de Jouy, as It was 
znde in Jeuy, France. It ì.ocaûìe v.z' popu- 
lar. 
M; tile SUmO tIHe, 13. f.ÌI by the nano o ev- 
elilon was rnakin wallpapers which quickly 
replaced te ftxbric useä r coin wal1. 
Soon all Europe was purchasing wallpapers 
designed and riade by ievei1lon. T11 rirzn 
and Oberkainpf worked closely together, so 
that it bocmo potì3ible to purchaae fabrics 
from one and paper from the other in the 
samo òesin anù color. 
Jean Pillemont, another well-known designer 
of the time, whose desiLns were used in 
fabric and wallpapers and also painted on 
panels, favored the C1iinee .otii." 

(53 p. 222) 

About 65% of the designs of a conpany arø created 

by their studio artists, who are working exclusively with 

wallpaper. The remainIng designs are purchased from free 

lance agents. These artists îìiay also be designInc. for 

other í'ields. 
Besides the specifications already mentioned that 

the wallpaper designer must consider, he must also think 

of how the paper is to be used---whether as a sidewall 



which la a repeating de2i to be uced ot the wa1l Í' a 

room, as special type of paper to be uec3 on ceiliuLs, 

as bor3er, a panels or ac a cenie. It Is rnportsnt 

that lie be able to aceompliui a sidewall before he at- 
teraptc a panel or a scenIc. Plate XVII hcws a pattern 
that can be used ati2fcctorily on a ceilIr. 

It is also riecessar for hi to cnsider the widths 

and he.jhts requ5.rcd for both machine pr1ntin and si1ì- 

screen pi'ixtìn1. The two proces2es also r6qviro different 
numbers 01 colors. The decins should be painiec in 

opaque tsip.u, ior trc water color tecIque ol' being able 

to 'hsáe i.he various colors car.not be reproduced. Tuis 

is accomplished by usina several so1i values of a color. 
The öesigner iiust be able to solve many prob1eis of 

design that have to do wIti the pur ticular ó&nands of a 

client or customer, ano rnan of these nay be aloilL the 

line of architectural ornaaientation rather than just flat 
design or SuL.j5Ct matter. 

Color ¿chexne 

A good, well-colored desIgn is the ultimate goal of 

wallpcoer creation, arid wallpaper is an excellent medium 

for color. The success of a pattern depends on th corn- 

binatlon of colors, for color may improve i poor design, 

but may also ruin the effect of Eood design. Today most 
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co1rs can bs us33 aìc5 will t&j e 8ama, for they are 

1ibtfas rI3 wo.torfat. 

The co1uz f ti3 v.a11 b 3a1c3 to aLf3ct the 

appoaranc of' a room even oi'o t-in thø co10 of the 

oth,r itecs such as carpeting. This s o 1acause of the 

1arer area oi' tue wuti3. For thia roaon much caro must 

be taken 1.n tho chocc of cc1or for t.ie dosigzlB. Usually 

there .11 b& at baut tì color se1ection for the same 

patter.d; hoiever boror3 ;ho3e .aroe aro fial1y chosen 

tJany o;Lei' cobi:ìition f coìor zia be studi.ed. The 

O1fiS se1tct navo to quaiitiod Of Uil appropriato pre 

o1na.r eoio' aric balance ol 11 the other colors that 

¡hay be used .n the ce51n. .here 5hould bo rhythm to thu 

color and it; riees to bs applied in such a way that the 

overall effect Is smooth aö continuous, not jumpy and 

jrAtatin to th ee, D,fin1te accents and contrastc 

sa in a paint! cannot be repeated, for in ifalipapor 

this will ovardo th wriole eflect. The intene1tr of the 

colors iiust also be controlled by balancine them as to 

area and coLnbinin, them with softer shades of the same 

cclor. nate XVIII i a Eood example of the different 

color selections tiat ca be made for the same pattern. 

As the artist prepare3 the color schemes of a wall- 

paper de31n, he uses nis background knowledge and adds 
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PLATE XVIII



the variations In color technique that wallpaper design 

requires. The color schoues which Cive a singlo impres- 

sicn are usually the not beautIful; for example, in an 

Early Americen Provincial pattern thero iay be a definite 

feeling of warmth with just a sliFht degree of coolness 

for variation. (24 p 202) 

historical background, emotional Influence, thera- 
peutic velues, psychological effects and fashion trends 

all. have a part to play in the selection of colors. As 

far as historical background of color is concerned many 

of our papers today depict motifs from exico, Ancient 

Greece, Egrpt, Arabia and even other periods of tie, 

18th and 19th Century. The colors used are reminiscent 

of these countries or periodr and bring new ideas that we 

may not be accustomed to seeing or using and, like the 

India prints and Chinese papers of the past, they add 

excitement and interest to our decorating. 

Therapeutic value is perhaps considered .ore now 

than ever before, particularly in schools, hospitals, 

factories and even our homes. Psychologically we use 

co1o' to advantage in everything from business to the 

stage settirga for a play. Víallpaper manufacturers cre 

conscious of all these facts and appi: them in coloring 

their designs. Perhaps one of the most deterLnining factors 
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is the fashion trend in color. Today very bright colors 

are beinE used In both dress and decoration; however, as 

in everything else, there is an evolution and when the 

consumer is tired of the very bricht, then the desire for 

more subdued values of grays, creens, beiges, blues and 

reds will return. These really ai'e available at al]. 

times, but the stress is usually on one trpe during a 

certain period. Wallpaper manufacturers have even been 

accused of trying to please all of the people at all 

tibies and in this way perhaps have not inspired ¡uiorS 

artistically acceptable pieces of' their work. At the 

present time, however, they seem to be atteptinL to 

lead the consumer to an appreciation of beauty and art. 

After the selection of the colors for the designs 

it is necessary to prepare the raw color, known as color 

pulp, which comes in about fifteen different water sol- 

uble colors. All other colors are produced by mixing the 

original fitteen---four reds, three yellows, two blues, 

two greens, one orange, one mauve, one black nd one 

brown. T'nese raw colors are tîixed with a special 1ue 

that must be used so that the walipepers will be wash- 

able. These two substance are mixed together and pul- 

ve'ized, then stored in tanks that keep them ready for 

u e. 
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A china clay from England is used in coating all

papers and is the base for all tints. It too is a mix,

of water and special glue, which is stored and ready to

use for color tinting. It takes an expert, experienced

craftsman, called a color mixer, to mix a ground tint,

and for this reason a formula is never used to mix wall

paper colors, Metallics also used in printing wallpapers

are made from metallic powder and special glue, and kept

in readiness for the printing. (11 p. 4) Plate XVI il

lustrates metallic use In designing.

The tinting of colors is the final process of color

ing, and it Is through trial and error and invaluable ex

perience that the colors are matched. The color mixer

takes certain amounts of the raw colors and adds them to

the white base until the desired shade is reached.

"The first printing of any design is called
sampling. Sampling is indeed the connecting
link between the imagination of the designer,
the skill of the block cutter, the manufactur
ing "know-how" of the printers and the color
mixing craftsmen and the dollar and cent real
ism of the business world. This is a most
careful and exacting process in the manufacture
of wallpaper." (12 p. 6)

Every new design is band-painted and from this the

color mixer reproduces the colors needed, runs sample

rolls through the printing process, then sends them back

to the designer for approval. Besides being checked for
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color the wallpaper is put through other tests, pasted and 

hune, and studied for pattern suitability and matching re- 

quireients, shading or any other defects. (12 p. 6) 

ColonnE is not the boinnin of the process of print- 

in the wallpaper, but it is so closely tied in with the 

desiEner's part in colonnE that it is discussed here. 

The Principle Metiods of 
Wallpaper ranufacture 

At this time there are two principle methods of wall- 

paper manufacture, machine printing arid hand printing. 

Most of our walipaner is machine printed, for it is by 

far the most useful in produciní volume at the lowest 

co$t. 1-land printin is reserved for short runs, special 

papers and designs with repeats too lanCe to fit in a 

printing machine hand printing is now done by the silk 

screen method. (41 p. 110) 

Machine PrintinE 

As soon as the desiEn is complete and color decided, 

the wailpaner pattern is sent to the puttIng-on room 

where the design will be transferred onto the rol1er. 

The number of colors deter.nines tie number of rollers, 

since each roller prints a separate color. The aluminum 

rollen is used uiore today than the wood. The length of 

the design repeat is determined next, and where the best 
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place will be to join durinE the proceao of matching the 

wa1lpaer w'en it is hung. The next step involves trac- 

bic t1e e'in, one color at a time, on a clecr plastic 

material called "Astralon," The roller is sensitized 

with a solution, and the "Atrilon" tracirt is wrapped 

around it. Ultraviolet lamps transfer to tie roller al]. 

the tracing from the sheet. This process is repeated un- 

til all, of the colors have been transferred to the 

rollers. To be sure that the colors fall where they 

should, one roller is marked as the master roller and 

the remaining rollers fall in the correct positions. 

(57 p. 4) 

The early part of the 19th Century brought the wall- 

paper printing machine into use and the essential pro- 

cesses beve not chanted a treat deal. Hand blocking was 

the process used before the printing press, and the same 

principle of buildinj up t':e desit'.n on the old hand blocks 

is used on wooden rollers today. When wooden rollers are 

used they are made of :uple. The block-cutter first out- 

lines the desiLn and cuts into the wood to a depth of 

about 3/16 inch. This outline has strips of brass which 

are shaped and hammered into the design and protrude 

about 1/4 of an inch. These outlines are then filled 

with a composition felt which then print a solid color. 
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The aluminum roller the type most often used, is

faster to produce and is more accurate. It differs from

the wooden roller in that the design is not built up hut

routed away, leaving certain sections untouched. In this

way the design is left protruding from the roller so that

when it is used for printing only the design that pro

trudes picks up the color and applies it to the paper.

Etching is used when there is an extremely compli

cated print effect which covers a large portion of the

roller. All wood grain patterns and some other wallpapers

are printed in a gravure machine. These two methods are

not widely used and are different only in the type of

roller. (58 p. 4)

The paper used to make a wallpaper is called raw

stock material, and the type of paper used is called a

groundwood sheet. A groundwood sheet is very flexible,

making it easier to handle during the printing or the

hanging of the wallpaper. As mentioned earlier a resin

is added to the pulp to give the paper wet strength.

All the wallpaper as it starts through the printing

process is grounded first of all with the color that is

to be the background of the paper. This is done in such

a way that a smooth effect is achieved and a good print

ing surface is formed, so that uniformity of desired
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shade and washable surface is obtained. 

As te paper cc'ntinue alon6 the printing procese lt 
is picked up b: dowe1 which foru testoons or loops to 

keep tLe paper from sticking before it is dried. 11rorn 

this point it is carried through what appears to be a 

tunnel in which driers are placed that ¿nay be adjusted 

as to degree of temperature, for different papers re- 
qui'e di.fferent teiiperatures. (5 p. 4) 

The paper is now ready to have the pattern printed 
on; consequently the next step cortsists of a careful check 

to be sure the various rollers are fitted so the pattern 

is akilifully put together. As the grounded paper is 

beIng printed, each roller or printing unit applies its 
part of the desi[rA. Another check is made to be sure 

tliat the rollers are registering correcti:,' and tue colors 
are correct. The paper is then dried agair. and ready for 

the final process. (60 p. 4) 

Tiie irst two ctep' of printing, groundmn and 

priliting the design on the paper, do not prevent the colors 
from smudging; therefore the wallpaoe' is now passed 

tbrouh a waterfast solution which reacts to the special 

tlue mixed wIth the color. At this time, also, the vinyl 

liquid which Elves the paper the plastic coating lo ap- 

plied. Piste XIX shows a plastic coated wallpaper. 
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Again the paper is dried and then reeled. It i inter- 

estinC that the time taken to do all of this Is just 

twelve cinutes. (61 p 4) 

______ -rltIaE 
hand printing until not too long ago was an im- 

proved procese of the old way of hand-blocking. This 

was used up to about the last ten years; however since 

then there has been iuch improvement ifl silk-screen print- 

ing, so that it has become more practical. and economical 

than the old wood-block process. 

The silk screen is siiii1ar to a stencil only much 

more e±fective. ìach color of a design requires a silk- 
screen, and the areas which are to form the print are the 

open or untreated part of the silk. The rest of the 

screen IS salec3 bj coating it with a material that is 

unaoluble n the paint used for printing. 
There are three particular methods for transferring 

the print colors to a screen, the fir3t being the Tusche 

method by which the design is coated with a black liquid 

wax. The whole screen is then coated with lacquer which 

does not stick to the tusche, then the tusche is washed 

out with water leaving the design area free. A second 

technique, the photographic enulsion method, is accom- 

pushed by either making a traclnC with opaque paint on 
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tracinE paper or photorphin each prtht color ac only 

the color needed reiters on the fIlIn. Tìien te trc1rtg 

or photoraoh is developed on the stlk-screer. The screen 

i coated with an emulsion of sensItized elatIi1e and ex- 

osod to trOflL: lieht which hardens the gelatIne except 

for those areas protected b- the tracin or fi1t. The 

next process ..s to wash out the ßelatine that bas not 

been hardened, thus 1eavin the desiLn area free of 

gelatIno. The third waï of forming a silk-screen is by 

cutting a steflcil ou laminated film and pulling the back- 

IL off after adhering the stencil on the silk-scroon. 

nIs motrod seems to be especiall good for geometric de- 

! jgfl, 

From this point on, putting the design on the paper 

is the safle fcr any of the three etods. The papee which 

has beer. roundeö is placed on a tahie 60 to CO feet lonC 

with the repeat of the paper carefully marked. Especially 

prepared paints are used that a'e of a rather thick con- 

sistency anc3 t:rat dry quickly enoub o that the next 

color hay be applied. ltern te repeats are printe3 so 

the wide screen does not pick up wet paint as it over- 

laps each repeat. ,'.hen these are dry the intervening re- 

peats are made. Hand printed papers are then festoonied 

to dry completely, and then reeled as tbe other machine 



papers. (41 . 114) Plato XX sicw an ara1e of a 

custot hand prtht. 
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Grass Cloth 

Even the a['e-old rnet1-od of tnakin crass cloth bas not 

eocapec new and iiiproved rnet}od of production. Grasí 

cloth r made in Ja::an nd ji rot an indu'try in 1telf, 
but s ie h tl'e peasants in their honie after te US- 

un cavs werk ií firisheã, Tbe,r work on it as the' find 
the time, and many thinss such as bad weather, a poor 

lìarvest or acme other condition interfere with the pro- 

duction of the 'rass cloth. For t1ese re&sona it was iin 

possible, unt1 very recently, to obtain uniformity of 

colorin or of tbicknes of tle rasc ctrands, F.egard- 

less of these lirnitation, crase cloth usually nìake a 

beautiful wall covein. It is made with the skill and 

experIence of ivan centuries from crass fibe 's produced 

fror te honeysuckle vine, The inner bark, w1.icb is the 

tource of the crass fiber, is obtained by washinC and 

stripping off t1e outer lare or rind. Each part of the 

procesr of making çras cloth is done by hand and takes 

many lonC, tedious hours from the harve.tinE: to the pre- 

paring of the grass yarn to te weavinC, whic is rerely 

done ir the same bornes that prepsre the yarn. Cotton 

yarn is used as tie warp on the 1orn and the crass fibers 

are used as the weft to produce the woven web of cloth. 

It is said that the Japanese bean t mar.e crass 

cloth durinL the 13th Century and it was used for wall 
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coverin in tìe firìt Buddhist shrines in Japan. This 

handicraft could not be cone in a modern factory and 

still keep the native charn and unique qualities that 

crass cloth possesses; however there are chanjes that 

have been made to 1ve the results we see today, These 

1provements take place durinC the very last step of 

production and add the qualities of industrial dyes to 

obtain fadeproof crass cloth. Color testing equipment 

has been brought into Japan in order to produce uniform 

runs. An endless backins. paper is now used instead of 

the rice-paper backing used by the natives, and this 

eliminates the seams that used to appear at every yard. 

A water resistant paste now prevents the sepaxation of 

the backing from the grass cloth web. 

Not only has production been increased by stock- 

piling the grass cloth webs, but quality controls and in- 

spections provide shaded runs of the same color and phys- 

ical characteristics that tI1e product should possess. 

?anufacturers often found it difficult to make the native 

Japanese understand why certain things must be done; pow- 

ever they have finally succeeded and many varieties of 

grass cloth are now available. There are single-dyed 

and two-toned varieties, metallic backings, wavy cotton 

strands over the grass fibers, woven stripes and Trosaic 
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shapes, and as tirne coos on other designs will be 

addeö. (63 p. 2) Plate X) shows two variations of 

crass cloth. 

Possiblj the newest wailcovering process in pro- 

duction is the "Marburger Repeat," which is internation- 

all.y patented and was invented by Professor Kurt Kranz. 

This process seec to have solved the probleiu of endless 

repetition of desiE:n and ho how new ideas nd ways of 

production are constantly boina invented by industrial 
designers and scientists o' today. 
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CHAPTER V

THE CONTEMPORARY USE OF WALLPAPER

Considerations to Be Made Before Selecting Wallpaper

Wallpaper during the twenties did not seem particu

larly popular, for these papers were still reminiscent of

over-done Victorian patterns, and the colors were muddy

and uninteresting. The best papers of the time were

copies of 18th Century designs, and these were the result

of the research of antique wallpapers done by Nancy Mc

Clelland.

However, it cannot be said that wallpaper lost all of

its popularity, for figures of production, consumption and

employment indicate that its use has been quite steady.

In fact the wallpaper field has been enlarged to include

hotels, offices, schools and other organizations includ

ing shops and theatres. Because of the public use of wall

paper many people have observed and found answers to the

decorating problems they might have in their homes.

This brings up the question of how to solve an art

problem. Harriet and Vetta Goldstein in Art in Every

day Life suggest that

"Three characteristics mark the person who is
prepared to make suitable designs or wise
purchases; First, he is able to measure his
choices according to the principles of art in



order that his selections ¿riay b6v beauty; 
second, he knows enough about the materials 
and processes used to be able to judge ood 
workmanship; and third, he has a certain 
storo of related infcrrat1on---such a some 
knowledge of science and economics---which 
has a iore cr less direct bearing upon his 
problem. These qualificatIons make It pos- 
sible for h1 to form a Looö udrncnt," 
(24 p. 211) 

For manj peo1e, beautj Is a quslity that they feel. 

they must spend a greet deal of money to obtain; however, 

this is a misconception, for beautr should be something 

that applies to everything we do with everyday things. 

CreatinE beauty is perhaps the most satisfying interest 

an indIvIdual may acquire, In that it rests and renews, 

while clutter an confusion can become a strain and a 
monotony. 

This kind of useful beauty can be accomplished by 

training oneself to really look at things, just ordinary 

things, and forget that they might be used for only one 

purpose and form compositions of these artIcles, so to- 

gether they make an arrangement that is harmonIous and 

serene. If these compositions hsve a purpose other 

than beauty, such as arranging a linen closet so it is 

delightful to see as well as being organized for ef- 

ficient use, then the results are two-fold. Plate X)I 
shows a composition of this type. 
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Creating Beauty with a Composition 
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the .nd1v1duaI ¿ani in exerience and feels more 

sure Oi' himsif, tbi abil.itj or cre'tin but carries 

over into everth1n he sees or does. However, if an im- 

portant choice neecTh to be :dc before this, help in the 

se1ecton nay be needod. (31 p. 92) 

o riak a w130 &ì'Lce of wallpaper one rniçht well. 

observe and study the best t.t is offered to increase 

hii d13crLimition and select'.vity. If he still does not 

feel ;::s is able to choo33 the :iot approoriste pattern, 

the help of a decorutc.r aj be necessary. 

,. good decorttor should reall: be called a designer, 

for his wcrl: consitu of study, knowledge and creative 

abiiit'. }e usuall uses a theme for t}'e desiri end this 

tends to unify the parts, maktn theni gain from each other, 

and the whole desiL.n becomes more imoortt, 

"The average reaction to a well-decorated room 
is more often than not emotional: the room 
3oes something to us. This is understrdable; 
lt 13 what the room is meant to do---to please. 
1 keener eye ane cooler kind of udgrnent, 
however, will search for something nore, Some- 
where behind this juxtaposition of colors arid 

forms is a controlling logic; nothing has just 
happened. Thin is a highly personalIzed truc- 
ture whose growth has been supervised with nl- 
most matheriatical care. Cine thing ba1mnces an- 
other; one element sparks another; somewhere 
there is sou!t3thin to excite the eye, and soiie- 

where else, something to lull it. The very best 
rootna always iivc soiethin in thor; to smile at, 
and in those rare instances when decoration ceases 
ib be a craft and becomes an art, a really extra- 
ordinar, room can make the heart beat a little 
faster.h (96 p. 83) 
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The decorator may be independent in having his own

business, or he may be connected with a store's decorating

department. Usually the same service is performed, but

there is no fee for consultations or drawings if the pur

chases are made from the store. Large stores are also

able to offer deferred payment and trial selections,

services which the independent decorator cannot offer.

Most decorators have pictures or written descrip

tions of their work so it is possible to see their style.

Their job is to interpret the customer's tastes and re

quirements and try to give something better than would be

possible for the client to accomplish himself. The most

important help one can give the decorator is to in

dicate his preferences in color, style and type of ma

terials. To do this it is important to make up one's own

mind by studying decorating magazines, keeping a scrap-

book of pictures and swatches, and being able to show him

one's ideas. With this information in hand the decorator

can more realistically help the client. Plate XXIII illus

trates rooms designed by an interior decorator.

The Importance of Walls and
Their Ornamentation

Walls make rooms what they are, for walls are more

than just background. They form an appropriate enclosure
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for the other elements in the room and give protection

and privacy. The size, shape and character of the room

is determined "by the walls, and light, sound and even our

movements are affected. The consideration of wall space

should include the openings such as doors and windows, for

they are an integral part of the wall. To really complete

the whole unit, ceilings and floors must also be consider

ed. The material that makes up the wall space gives va

riety of character, and the way the walls are constructed

with many openings or few, large or small, helps give in

dividuality to each room. Still another function of walls

is to divide the house into livable units, and in so doing

should be attractive and appropriate for the type of ac

tivity they enclose.

Walls in the past and even the majority of those to

day are thought of as fixed, opaque and supporting the

roof; however architects have tended to give a more open

feeling to our homes by designing walls that can be moved

as the needs change, transparent or translucent walls of

glass or plastic, or walls that do not reach to the ceil

ing, yet do give a degree of privacy.

The changes in the architectural structure of our

homes call for different wall treatments. Wallpaper and

other wallcoverings continue to have varied advantages,
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but appropriateness to the home and quality of design

are the main criteria to consider. The shiki silk wall

covering shown on plate XXIV and the Oriental tree de

sign on plate XXV are both good examples of this quality.

Wallpaper can be used in any room in the home, and

before purchase the effect it is going to give can be

checked by borrowing large samples. Its best features,

a variety of colors, patterns, textures and degrees of

durability can give much character and life to a room

lacking these qualities and at a price that most people

can afford.

Wallpapers have the ability to give formality to a

room or more warmth and informality. They can make a

room suitable for relaxed and quiet activities or for

more lively ones. If there is no fireplace or window

as a focal point, one wall papered with an outstanding

pattern can furnish this interest.

When there are architectural errors or uninteresting

proportions in a room, wallpaper can help correct them by

illusion or camouflage. It also can make a room seem more

completely furnished.

It is helpful to knoviT that abstract patterns stay in

fashion longer, are quite suitable for walls and do not

take attention away from the other furnishings in the
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room. (20 p. 304) 

iabric a11covorinL re c1ce1y relateô to ball.. 

papers both itor.ca11y nc pi'cscntly, s wo have discus- 

sed in the cLapter on yp oi wi1ptçer id wgiicovernS. 
Noither of theso hu iìø substantit1 eeiin 01. wooú ' 

stone, but ;:ey have becn accepted as chal1engixì ruateri- 

als for the protection and ornazaontation of our walls. 

u11paper is sii crnarent and sìOU1d be judged 

such. :ït i truc tiat unornaLented forme have oauty of 

sip1icity, but these forms Inu3t be beautLul in thoì- 

solves, involvin tilO USO Of skill and exquisite daterials. 
fleed1e to say these advantages are rare and usua1i ex- 

pensive; therefore most of us rut be satisfid ltia less 

perle.ct forme. It is here that applied ornament can be 

used for enrichment. 

i:a:r Faulkrer in his book Inside Toda Home lists 
several criteria for onnarent. 

Ornaniont should fit function; it should suit bm, 
2!ze and xtterial; and it ouht to be ort hile 
in itself. More 8pecifically: 
Ornament frequently touched by the Lodr should 
be pleasant to feel. 
Ascociaion aroused by ornanent should be in 
harmony with function. 
hxpressive qualities should be harmonious with 
use. 
OnnaLert shouic nhnnco for'n. 
Ornament should be related to size snd scale of 
the íor. 
Ornament should be appropriate to the teria1. 
Urnment should be vital in itself." 
(20 p 124) 
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The ¿reate2t c3anr In ornarnenttion then, I Its 

ability to bide the basic forn, be of' poor quality, or 

to be used in the wron w:T or thc ronc t1ac. For 

thL reason ziany contemporaries c3o not use it t ali, 

iowever this is going to t3e other extree, and may in- 

cicate lack of kno1ede in the ue of ornamentation. 

Color, ?att,rn and Balinc 

The doiinant featho of vallpaoer are ite' color 

or pattern or ìotì, an these Iiu3t be balanced wltb the 

desiEn of the paper itself an3 with tìe other colcr and 

ptatteri.s usec in tie rcm. T:erc is a difference between 

the paper a it appears in th sample book and as It villi 

look on the via 1.1 The pattern tends to look smaller and 

the color darker. 

The wallpaper iteif ua deterire the color ceie 

cf the rcom ju$t. as a palntIn might furnish the source 

for your ecorat!ri. The artist has ive each coior the 

iniportaice :Te feels it should hove. Perhaps the dominant 

color in the cesin cart be the baekgrounc oder for the 

walls arid floor. T!ìe ne:t ncst eLiphatic color u1;ht be 

used for the large upholstered pieces such a the chairs 

and scf'.. The brIbt color cf the desit'n or paintIng 

could te used in accessories to accent the roorn. 

(6 p. 62) Plate XXVI shows how wallpaper can determine 

the color scheme of a room. 
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The mood of the wallpaper tiay c3eterrnlne the type of 

room furnishings, for instance provincial, traditioa1 or 

Oriental. The choice of color will also affect the mood 

of the room, for though we are just beginning to really 

ue the psychological value of color effectively, we have 

always known that down through the centuries color has 

held religious meaning as well as other meanings. Faber 

Birren, color expert and author of ew Horizons in Color, 

feels that color ex'ession in architecture has cone 

through five stages and is entering a sixth. 

"In the first era, Egypt, the Chaldeer, India, 
China, color was symbolic and spoke the lang- 
uage of mysticism, religion and culture. 
In the second era, Greece (and nome to some 
extent), the truditios of the old school 
were formalized. Color was applied with a 
greater respect for form, composition, and 
contour, although the palette was not 
changed. 
In the third era, Byzantine and early Gothic, 
color wss decorative, used for the sake of 
its own intrinsic beauty, esthetically and 
not symbolically or forally. 
In the fourth era, late Gothic, with the 
classic revival of the Itenaissance and the 
influence of the reformation, color was 
banished from the exterior of buildings 
and stripped of symbolic or er.iotional pur- 
pose. 
In the fifth and present era a certain am- 
bivalence is to be noted. On the one hand 
are great buildings which reflect the gray 
starkness of the past, and on the other hand 
are buildings, usually commercial in which 
color has been vividly applied. The two are 
strangers to each other, yet living in the 
same ge and presumably catering to the same 
people. 



If there is to be a new enfoidment, a sixth 
era, what will take place? The author ven- 
tures the hope that color and fo'rn will be 
one. The application of hue must be fune- tioial in that it iust enhance design rather 
than distract fron it or compete with it. 
Let there be ay]bolism, formality, decora- 
tion, but let color and form be united. Let 
the conception of hue EO band in ha.cid with 
the conception of design and not come as an 
afterthought." (4 p. 170) 

This last fooling, that color and design should be 

correlited, can be found in many of our Interiors today. 

The effect of our reactions to colors is definitely con- 

sidered and we think of yellow as warmth, vulor and glory; 
purple as regal and dignified; blue anT Lrern as tranquil, 
red as positive and exciting; wh±te as purity; browns and 
oranges as tones of nature. These feelings are general, 

however, and colors o not affect everyofle in exactly the 

same wn:. There are many rules about color that will 

he ip in choos ing and planning co br s cheue The bar- 
mony of colors used now seoi to fall into the catagory of 

either analogy or contrast. 
Analogy brings together closely related colors, warm 

or cool tones which fall in one or the other section of 

the color circle. They are emotional in nature orid tend 

to bold together as a unit. This idea is suggested by 

Florence Byerl in Better Homes anc Careris. 
"Start with one color and go in one direction 
or the other and use the nearby hues or skip 
several to add an accent." (5 p. 34) 



Plates XXIV anc XXV sow rooms done in analoL, 
Contra:t tends to be visual and is useful when fur- 

nishins are contrasted against wails or large areas are 

to be complemented. Actually some contrast is necessary 

in all color schemes; otherwise they may seem flat arìd 

uninteresti:1E. Sharp contrast is dramatic, and can make 

the most of particularly beautiful architectural features 

or emphasize furniture or create a focal point of interest. 

(71 p. 20) Plate XXVI shows contrast in colors. 

Colors today range from the brilliant reds and yel- 

lows used together to the contrasting blacks and whites. 

The idea seems to be that the more courageous with color 

one can be the more scope one has for asserting his own 

taste. Color in unexpected niaces rives a surprise el- 

ement almost as important as the color itself. Plate 

XXVII shows unexpected color as well as the value of 

white. Color not used separately but in combination is 

the modern trend, for all colors have existed forever, 

but they have not been used toCether in the same ways. 

If the usual rules are bein{ followed they are not always 

apparent, but for the moment, at least, the effect is re- 

fresbin and exciting. Wallpaper fits into the mood per- 

fectly and very often is the element that carries out the 

four basic techniques used today in designing. 
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PLATE XXVII

Unexpected Placement of Color
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The first tecriique ts the "broad brusi-i stroke," wh1ci 

means spreac3in one color over a large area, and addin to 

that onìe color others either blerded or in contrast, tn 
sall or 1rer quantities. Plate XXXVI shows this efrect. 

The second technique the "medley of brij-ht colors," 
which is siiti1ar to the first, but uses several clear 
colors of ore or less equal intensity and in equal quan- 

titles in one large area as if they were one color. 
The third technique uses color in "unexpected place- 

ment," usually the richest hue doublln the Impact of 

that color. 

The fourth technique is "knowinr the value of white" 

and usine -lt effectively to contrast with otier colors or 

to become the dominant color itself. (35 p. '72) Plate 
XXVIII illustrates not only the value of white but con- 

tras t. 
Pattern bas the ability and power to vary and en- 

rich color, as is shown in Plate X).X. It too can be 

used as s. major decorative feature and can establish a 

mood. It is useful in lare sweepin areas or Bmall ac- 

conta, and is particularly good in areas such as hallwa:s 

for lt can add interest when the space may be too cofined 
for other ornaientatIon. allpaper used in these areas 
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PLATE XXVIII

The Value of White
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may also cive lijhtness and a feelinL of' inor'e 29CO than 

is actually there. 

It is wise to live with a sari-Apio of the patterned 

rnateril for awhile to seo if' you stili feel the satue as 

when you fIrst saw It. The size of the room wIll deter- 

mine the scale of the pattern. However there arc excep- 

tions, dependln on the pattern and the strength of' the 

colors. 

A very definite pattern should usually bo the basis 

for the color schetrìe of the room. It is a rood idea to 

select the other colors of the room from the pattern, 

then vary these with different textures, Co-ordinated 

fabrics and wallpapers help in ìiidn arid matching pat 

terno. Without thorn !uuch care should be taken when two 

or more patterns are used in the oaie room. A conteinp- 

orary pattern can be used with traditional zurroundins 

or vice-versa, but again lt wust be mndleô skillfully 

as with two patterns by relatin design or color. 

Pattern, then, can be used in establisbIn a de- 

corating schere or it can help correct or minimize n 

architectural mistake or It can altee proportions. By 

usina lorge areas of pattern because you like it, and 

keepIng everything else in the rooi plain, you create 

an individual flavor. A multicolor pattern is capable 

of unifying the colors in a room by establishing an area 

where they meet. 



Balance 1 fl6C9T or botL color pattern. 

In cÇilor tTere sLould be a pleasant balence betv:8en the 

rieutrel stades, rneiuLr tones, an the vIvid acc8nts. 

Pattern slould be bilence wit1 ares of tlin surface. 

T'ris is a r.att'3r of equilibrium anC ceri be obtine t 

syr.etrca1 balance whieL is easj to cretc f cr t 1. 

forrial, in that one side of the object is 1ditical in 

weicht cr attraction power to the other side. ot all 

rooms re perfectly symetrical but sorne have a tendency 

to be. Sirrnetrj is a ocd wa to achieve oraniznton, 

but wien used with a ernall anount of asynietrical balsnc 

there is more vartet and nteret. -rnnetr:tcal balmce 

should never be forced or it will, look unnetural. 

.sym13otrcsl balance is ìo'e nfortal an the In- 

redients that balance are not the same, but seem to hsve 

the anìe visual weiChts. There are not o many rulos 

overntng thIs tjpe balance; therofore there is cre 

freedom in the use of n2ateril3 Contemporary rooms seem 

to be planned aeyetr'1caUï and traditIonal rooms are 

more of ten symetrical. 

American Traditions Reflected in 
Conterapora eslgna 

Our most beautifully designed rooms of today re''lect 

the traditions of th ptst, nnd to understand the back- 

grounds and meaninLs of contemporary desIn we need to 



understand our her1tae. Americans bave always wo1coned 

ChanCe and have crown by experimenting with new materials 

and accepting the objecti that gave enjoyment and comfort 

and were excellent in design, American desiCners have 

always been inôividualiste, and while tbeir work may have 

relected other countries and other eras they rave sim- 

plicity anO function that added an American characteristic. 

These furnisbins were used in their daily lives and de- 

veloped a very practical kind of beauty. This idea in it- 

self characterizee American design and architecture today. 

The best of the past and the best of today are being 

used together in contemporary desitn and the mood of 

American homes reflects timeless traditional values. We 

have changed the scale of these designs to fit in our 

smaller homes and have interpreted forms and motifs into 

our ne', more durable materials. 

Simplicity is one value that is incorporated more 

than any other in today's informal way of life. We use 

rugad textures and simple designs in our fabrics and 

wallpapers and try to attain an atmosphere of' security 

and relaxation. 1ate XXX is a Eood example of the 

simplicity of desiLn reflected in this wallpaper. 

armth and friendliness, characteriitic 01 the early 

days in America, are perhaps behind our extensive use of 
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PLATE XXX

Traditional Design



fam11 rooms and larCer more attractive and livable kitch- 

ens, where there seems to be more warmth and p1eaant con- 

versation than in te other rooms. There aie wallpapers 

with patterns of old roughhewn wood siding and patte:ns 

of historical toile depicting the life of Washington. 

There are bold-patterned wallpapers reproducing a Deift 

tile motif, as well as designs descended from early East 

India imports, and they are all used in combination with 

contemporary designs of furniture, flooring and other 

furnishings. 

Our imagination and our willingness to try new ideas 

and materials bave brought frsbness and vitality, as 

have individuals from many lands and many ways of life 

brought their concept of beauty to America. Some of the 

earliest designs are now reproduced but in more brilliant 

contemporary colors. (55 p. 145) Plate XXXI shows a 

provincial print in a color that might be brighter than 

the original. 

Comfort and elegance were desIred as t'ne country 

grew, and more spacious rooms and more comfortable furni- 

ture with the more sophisticated influences of Europe and 

the older countries added a different charm. The wall- 

paper patterns were more formal but less elaborate than 

their European counterparts. There was a serene and 
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tranquil feeling to the design of this tIme. (6 p. 114) 

American tradition, then, means all products of 

American Inspiretion regardless of date, but products 

known by their simplicity of line and b the fact that 

they are as functional as they are graceful. Even th in- 

dividual who admires nothing but modern design must ack- 

riowlede the timelessness of stylo of many of these de- 

signs. 

The Henry Ford Museum has made visual the history of 

the people of Americe through a collection of original 

American made items froui colonial days to the present. 

These pieces have been placed In settings typical of the 

period and are reproduced by present day manufacturers 

for present da use. The Henry Ford Ìuseurn would be a 

very worth-while experience for any student of contop- 

orary design. (29 p. 121) 

The New Trends in Decorating 

"The living room look all through the house" Is the 

ve'y best way to describe whet is happening to our homes 

today. Vie can all reme:rber wten each room had its own 

special activity, but as construction costs rose after 

World ar II special rooms for purposes of their own 

could riot be Included in many house plans. This problem 

was one that young men and women had to face after they 
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had spent tne earl: part of their married life woriderin 

wLat orders the next daz would bring, 1iviri in one room 

and sharing a bathroom with complote strange's. Or per- 
haps, with her husband over-seas, the roun wife bad to 

live with parents rìd work to raise a cbild without room 

for him to play. The couple's iiot important plan for 
the future was to some day have a borie of their own with 

room for all of the things tiey wanted to do and with 
priVc in which to do them. Nany of them had been sent 

to parts of the cntry they iht never have seen bad it 
not been l'or the war, and they absorbed ideas that ap- 

pealed to tIiei fror forel6n countries, from the beautiful 
arite-belium homes of the South, the Cape Cod fishing 
viÏa es of New EnEland, and the inforra1, relaxed liv- 
jn of the Southwest influenced b the tradits of 
Old exico. 

.':jth this backßround they were ready to solve a 

problem of the high cost of building one way or another, 
and they were so full of Ideas that in the long run 

buildin was :ore of a challenge than a 'oroblem. ;any 

of them returned to the areas tey bad enjoyed most, and 

the Southwest seems to have been one of them, For this 
reason lt will be used as an exarple. As the Phoenix, 

Arizona, arsu becan to crow with the number of service 
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mori with fami1ie returning to m9ke Phoenix their 

another yOUnc man, :r. Jobn F. LonL, recoEnized the need 

and began bui.1din aiany 1ow-cot homes with such new 

tnetods that they have made ìiin one of America's most 

successful builders. Through hard work and researci: he 

has been able to furnish these young families with land 

and a house for a very small down payment or none at all. 

As he has progressed he has been able to add ;8O0 to the 

value of the bouse without increasing its sale price. 

Tis next aim is total industrialization. 

It is true, these houses have fewer and smaller 

rooms than conventional homes, but with the need to use 

them for more than one activity they became duo-purpose 

and multi-purpose. :irhat each family did to accomplish 

this was most interesting, for when a trend is set it 

mere1y gives a direction and it is up to tbe individual 

to give it his own personal touch, and tastes vary from 

the charminE to the dramatic. Conformit: need not mean 

monotony, for it takes only a real interest, some creative- 

nass, knowing what you like, some observation of the won- 

derful pictures in our current homemaking magazines and 

some do-it-yourself hard work to create colorful, imagin- 

ative and livable rooms. Plates XXXII and XXXIII indicate 

what can be done. 
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The trend for every room becomIng livable is not just 
In tbe less expensive horres, for north of IThoenix with the 

desert as a backrourid, and n very L:reen golf courue as a 

setting, the "ioon Valloy" land owned by the Del E. Vebb 

Corporation, where homes are individually designed and 

built, shows model homes beautifully done and following 

the same trend of duo-or miulti-purnose rooms. Plates 

XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVI and XXXVII show the "L'oon Valley" area 

and the type of borne it represents. 
One of the rnot interesting features displayed by 

all of these homes is the role that wallpaper is playing. 

Paper seems to be an asset in decorating the model homes 

arid its ability to fit into the new trend of decorating is 

obvious s one studies and tborouhly enjoys the good 

taste with which it accoìiplishes the task of setting the 

mood for these rooms wIth their cosmopolitan ideas of color, 

design and way of' life. 
Actually, more livable rooms aro just one of the trends 

influencinL decorating. Ve have already mentioned another 

important trend, that of traditional American furniture 
and all of t:e qualities that it brings to mtxriy people. 

Perhaps the mnost important is the warmth reflected which 

says, "fleal people live here." (47 p. 63) 

Effective use of color is a third new trend in 
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decorating. IThe fee1in that we s'couid pick a waflpaper 

subdued in colcr so we wcm't tire of It or car. live With 

it a 1on tinie simply indicates we do not intend to row 

and chanCe our own ideas. Color can be anythinj we want 

it to be, and the customer chooses a wallpaper today with 

very definite ideas in mind and not just to renew the 

paper already on the walls. alipaper stores are find- 

in that the client may buy a uore expensive wallpaper 

if the desin and color furnish a setting he particularly 

wants. 

The fourth trend, contemporary design Is becominL 

timeless rather than radical, 1vîn a reflection of a 

new attitude of wanting what Is riht for a way of life. 

rost of it has always been very simple and functional; 

flow it has added the qualities of being both coiifortable 

and beautiful. The wallpaper paterns used with this 

type of desin are contemporary in feeling, but we also 

find that many of the Chinese papers are in perfect pro- 

portion, for they have a beauty that is understated, siir- 

pie and serene. They add an enrichment to these rooms 

that mIght be too cold In appearance without them, 

ierfection of detail is the fifth trend, making use 

of papers with matching fabric, well tailored and ex- 

actly right. lore value is given to the "ensemble look" 
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and each detail is co-ordinated with the whole effect.

Plates XI and XLI both show this co-ordination of de

tail and use of fabrics and papers that match.

The French influence of provincial with a little

more elegance than the original French provincial pieces

has become a sixth trend. These designs have been trans

lated in wallpaper as well as other furnishings and give

the character of strength, youthfulness and humor as well

as informal charm. The patterns can be bold, and prints,

stripes and plaids give a chance to be quite different in

solving a decorating problem. (80 p. 93)

Taste is the underlying principle in choosing the

right wallpaper for these trends, and tastes change for

the better if we make an effort to cultivate them by

learning more about color, texture, pattern and line.

Wallpaper is an excellent way of communicating

variety and change of pace. A young girl's room with a

very feminine atmosphere may be just the setting a teen

ager needs after the usual activities of studying, much

physical exercise and competition in a very masculine

world. (79 p. 52)

Other new ways with wallpaper include a difference

in scale of patterns they might even be considered over-

scaled. Some of these papers are very bold in design and
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tntene in color, perp taken frorn th ar1y l7ti: 

Century patterns. 'iallper arcb1tctui'e creates arci-iltec- 

tu'e wiere tìiere iscitt an:ì. 11h6 favote patterr seen to 

be carv rtiIÌnL.s combined with ¿arden scoiìes, gLving the 

fec11n of an open b1co:j. Mi orarnenta1 tre11i, taìus- 
tr. d and pil1ars or conte:porary irorwork Llvo the room 

ar. ctire1y different fee1in of spaciounes, ad coi- 

perisate for a lack of structural interot in the roor. 

Stencil pattertis taken fron old Iew En1and homes 

re quite celiLbtful as a wallpaper pattern, and sonie 

txti1e people 1zv gnade Íaric with pap8r backin( that 

is sold in rolls like r.sp and is applIed to t1 walls 

Cs is paper. "Woolsuede," mothproof anc fireproof, comes 

in t'rirty different colors, and paper-t3ced silk i;oire 

can alto be obtained. 

... novel wall. treatments turn a very ordinir room into 

one that is cuite draatic or accent it just enou to 

give interet and oriCiLlallt., Frauo a niece o turni- 

turs vritb crewel-eiibroidered patterned wallpaper; cover 

tho door and the window siues with a provincial ox' 

calico design; pattern the alla with a Deift deen that 

picks up the same look as the tile on the floor; cover a 

screen with a darker print as bacCrourd for painto3 

white furnIture, or frane a white door with a colorful 
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printed wallpaper that picku up the mood of tìe roori. 

Tolle de Jou patterns can b3 used efocttve in qidte 

1vish amounts as wallpaper, fubic fc: uphoitery and 

drapery; bowever the-j ¡nut be combined with plain urThced 

floorinL aná cell1nL, (95 p. 114) 

une extravaant object in a room can niake the differ- 
ence between ono that is o'dinar and a roorn that has 

achieved a drauatic effect. 7îhen cost i o fuctor, wall- 

paper can solve tbi8 pro1iem, 2or tue Cifference in cost 

between a moderate-priced papor and one of exceutional 

desiLn and color Is relatively small. 

A small auiount o va1lpaer ca create a spark to 

which the wnole rOou responds. FectuLe lt is so vor-. 

satile it has endless variations: dra::itlze e liv.nE 

room with a richly hamid-paLited pa:)er to covr a screen, 

use one panel on a shoxt iai1. so that it creates a pic- 
turo, divide a rooa into visualiL: aepa.rate parts by the 

use of different patt3rns. A dirzln rOOrn wall flni&'ed 

in a mural Cives ali the color and oattero needed, Foil, 

silk and wood papers ake excellent backgrounds for an 

artist to enricii with a hand-painted dein. 

There are always some lnsiLrificant or difficult 
areas to decorato, und wallpaper can acconiriodate itself to 
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t1wn. i w1i-th'awn wa11pper car 2ubstitute or a paint- 

in il cur bu6et will :iot etod. ¡ ccrne.' with 

colorful dosiri of a vine cU.rnbing ono the ctilin area 

is a loveli surprise. mny ialipaperz 'ave otií to 

cut out and use i tais way, thu ellJinat1nL paperin. 

te wiiO1 'Na i. 
Many papert, particularl:j sceics arc conficiei'e 

beautiThl enough to be iven a frame of other u11papr 
or wood mo1dir. They can e used a piclure over an 

important piece Cf' furniture, tranfor'm an awkward sace 
between two WiL1doW or be pieced like indivlc3u&1 part- 
int around the wails of :oo. 

Clina :nd Japan 1av3 been inuluoncn Arnerican dee- 

OL'ati! fr quite so::e tire and their effect on wallpaper 

1:ia been to give an eni)inent and beaut that iot p3opie 

find more ref!ned than oth3r wallpaptrs. qualities 
are also bo1nt reflected In paerz otber t)..an those wIth 

Cinee or Japazese :otiTh . T1y have made popula' the 

delîcat d.'awir o!' ChírLe callirapby, tlìo soft u1tle 

sbades of 3taliics, and teturs in many forms. cze of 

thoce pape:s are appreciated not s.s imitations but as a 

beautiful matsrial i.n thcmlve. The de5ins are tl±zed 

and .iave quaiItI of iorìint, nd what is laf t undrawn 

Is as important as what we see. 'vnen we use tLee papers 
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we seem to i'ollow tbrouLh with the Oriental attitude of 

usinL tneù as a thing of' beauty to be placed where other 

objoct do riot interfer with our enjoyment. 

These ancient cultures beve brought richness of move- 

ment and color, sornetiree by way of stylized conventional 

symbols of nature, other times by asymmetric placement of 

pattern. They also suest subject matter that is quite 

different for they find beaut in the most commonplace 

objects---clouds, a veGatable cart, plum blossoms, rill- 

work, Geisha £irls, and branches of the GinkCo tree. As 

mentioned before they are very acceptable with modern fur- 

nishins because of their simplIcity of' shape and design. 

Plate )UJVIlI shows an exap1e 01' a Japanese flower print. 

It is very important to be able to make people smile, 

and there are very few homes where something of thIs nature 

snt needed. There is a large selection of wallpapers on 

the :naret that have all the qualities of recular paper 

plus the added inEredient of humor. To be effective the 

desin must have a relaxed feelin and say what It has to 

say In a quick, libt manner. This type of paper may 

range f'roi a reflection of hobbies, nostalEic labels, to 

a Chinese love poem. Plate XXXIX shows a humorous paper. 

'Bright with wit, rich with decoration, 
iafu) epero 'reke s bir sp1s." 
(87 p. 109) 

T'nere is a skillful balancinL of pattern today. 
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PLATE XXXVIII

Japanese Flower Print
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PLATE XXXIX

Conversation or Fun Design
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T1i1 i done by usine, one dominant pattern combined with 

plain areas or patterns especially deined to give the 

effect of texture. Lanj times these are of a subject 

zattei' that compliments the dominant wallpaper. They can 

be used in the same room or adjoining rooms. The trend 

now is to dein these papers in paire, and the more doni- 

inant one pattern is, the uo'e subject the other is to 

beiw, subdued. The use of two strong patterns together 

is nore difficult but sometimes possible if they are at 

least across the room from each other, separated by plain 

texture of other wall.s and furnishins and are at least 

reisted in color or design. 

Entry ways, passaLeways, batrooms and other small 

and sometimes din1 lit rooms are receiving attention 

from decorators in an attempt to rive them interest and 

licht. Entry ways in particular are considered important 

for they rive the first and last impression of the home. 

A personalized look that depicts the family living there 

and that is cheerful and welcom!n is the aim. Color and 

pattern should harmonize with the adjoining rooms. The 

entrance should look as spacious and striking as possible, 

and aCain wallpaper can Live these desired effects with- 

out takinE up any space at all. Plato XL shows what ef- 

fect these patterns Live in hallways. (94 p. ) 
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PLATE XL

Entry Ways
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The proportions of tbee aies often present a pro- 

bleni for t}ey are oìet1nes 1on and narrow with high 

cei11ns. The acvantae wallpaper hns to increase appar- 

ent space, cover structural defect5 and lend style at the 

same time rnake it tifle perfect solution. There are as 

nany ways of doing this as there are wa11pare'. ; duI'ifl 

dramatic mural can be used in a ìiallway where litì.le time 

is spent. Sometimos te outdoor p1antirt is carried into 

the house by using a floral. !1ura1, A Ceonietric pattern 

that is s:a11 and reEu1ar1- spaced r.iake a pleasing back- 

ground and can unify the entrance with the next room. 

Dignity and spaciousness can be added with architect- 

ural detail, or an especially attractive medallion cut 

out of wallpaper and aoplled to an area will dtrect the 

eye away from too many openins. (87 p. 116) 

Illusion is said to be the greatest asset of wall- 

paper, ond even though we really know it doesn't change 

the dimensions of the room, the feeling of spaciousness 
it gives is accomplished by taking our attontion away from 

the size of the room and holding our interest in tHe ef- 

fect the wallpaper Is creating. Scenics are perhaps the 

most advantageous for creating illusion, but plain paneled 

backgrounds give te same effect when decorative details 

are added. 
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Co-ordinates iiow include .ore than just the wall- 

peper and fabric. It is possb1e to interatc both plain 

and patterned wallpaper with tile. Counter change, tbe 

continuous flow of the basic colors from one room to the 

next, can be achieved more easily with these co-ordinates. 

Ty1n the rooms together is an importci:t factor in srial1er 

homes for it cives them the added quality of spaciousness. 

Co-ordination unifies the whole and produces the apear- 

ance of restfulness. A profeszuional look can be given to 

a room by an aateur, who can now match a flowered cell- 

to the flowered drapery, briLThten dull corners wIth 

color plc1ed up from the tile on the floor or combine 

prints because they are co-ordinctec in color and style. 

Bathrooms have underíone a complete chanLe, not only be- 

cor1linL nore spacious, but now providing an area in which 

to relax in privacy with color much in evidence and co- 

ordination in walls, floors and accessories. Both here 

and in kltcLens the plastic-coated papers are perfect. 

The whole house can now be brouLht into har;ìony from the 

outside to the inside through color, mood and theme. 

(54 p. 88) Flatos XLI and XLII show matcb1n fabric and 

wallpaper. 
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PLATE J(LII 
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It is no wonder that we find ourselves surrounded 

by thacazine srticles entitled "Vork vonders with V.allpaper" 

or ";;allpapo' Is te aic that Can Trax'sform an Interioi' 

or "V.allpaper (.ives the Biest Lffect for tITO 0n0,r." 

T sy really rean what they say, and have beautiful pic- 

tures to prove their poInt. 
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

As this study progressed it "became apparent that the

stories of wallpaper and fabrics were very definitely re

lated. Fabric history began earlier than that of wall

paper, and can be traced in more detail; however during

the 16th Century they both were using the same types of

designs and colors as closely matched as techniques per

mitted. During the 18th Century both fabric and paper

seemed to reach their highest point of perfection, and

each declined during the mass production of the machine

age.

Because architects are very conscious of the shape,

color and texture of walls, they have found that wall

paper can be used to emphasize the good design and pro

portion of a room, as well as to correct architectural

defects If the paper is Intelligently selected and ap

plied. Decorators too find that wallpaper is not meant

to take the place of architectural designs, such as pan

eling or actual wood, stone or other natural building

materials; however there are times when, for the sake of

economy or because less permanent wall ornamentation is

required wallpaper can be used effectively. The idea,

then, behind the use of wallpaper should not be to sub

stitute it for something It Is not, but to use it for the
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medium of ornamentation that it is paper, beautifully

colored and designed. Like a picture, It has the ab

ility to arouse your imagination and to transform the

room into what the owner wants it to be.

Decorators have also found that it is much to their

advantage to know how wallpaper has been used In the past,

what changes it has undergone in recant times, and what

possibilities are open to its many useful qualities.

Co-ordination of wallpaper with other furnishings is

an important development, so the manufacturer makes a

study of what the other fields of home decorating are

doing in color and design before he plans his wallpaper

line. .Not only fabric but tile, paints, lamps, furniture

and decorating trends are all co-ordinated to give the

consumer a wide choice in selecting furnishings that unify

his whole decorating plan.

Color is unquestionably a dominant factor in design

today. Wallpapers range from the very brilliantly colored

to the soft, delicate colors of the Chinese designs. Paper

will range In cost, also, from the inexpensive, quite or

dinary type to costly and skillfully designed papers.

Some are very durable and can be applied in much-used areas

while others need more care.

Terms in the field can be quite confusing unless the
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customer has read carefully or checks with a very reliable

wallpaper store. Nearly any pattern and degree of durabil

ity can be obtained in wallcoverings as well as any period

or motif, for the wallpaper industry has continued to build

on the developments of the past both in technique and in

design, so that today it can achieve in wallpaper almost

any desired effect. Reproductions of traditional papers

such as scenlcs can now be realistically produced by silk-

screen printing, which is more efficient than the old wood

block technique.

The criticism that papers are only an imitation of

what others have done with richer materials might possibly

be answered by pointing to the use of other elements to

enrich the wallcoverings, such as fabrics, wood, grass and

plastics. There is also the thought that it took more

talent to enrich the flat surface of paper than to give

decorative quality to other substances that had more beauty

to begin with.

As to the question of whether or not the designing

and producing of wallpaper is an art, nearly every re

ference considered it so, for it is an expression of

what is beautiful and appealing.

Contemporary ways of life, then, have influenced

wallpaper through scientific accomplishments by making it

more beautiful and more durable. Our contemporary artists
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and designers have improved the patterns and subject mat

ter to such an extent that wallpaper is again, as in the

18th Century, being used by the wealthy as well as by

those with a limited income. New ideas and new concepts

in the use of wallpaper and wallcoverings are occurring

every day. So much of this development has taken place

during the last few years that it is going to be interest

ing to watch wallpaper's progress to see whether or not it

is belying that whisper that labels it "imitation."

One of the most fascinating of recent developments

has been the effect the Oriental cultures have had on

modern wallpapers. Just as they influenced the wallpaper

of the 18th Century, they are now adding richness, variety

and quiet elegance to contemporary papers. Their art of

letting the imagination fill in what is not shown by the

artist may be the language that wallpaper tries to speak.

It is possible that the next few years may encompass an

other period of great beauty in wallpaper.
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